
Halloween Candy Scavenger Hunt  
 

1) This year we can’t walk for candy for a 

mile.  
So find some in the pumpkin’s smile. 
 

2) Do vampire’s bite?   
Check under the cabinet that is white. 
 

3) Where did the witch leave her hat? 

Maybe under the mat?  
 



4) What would you like- a trick or a treat?
I chose your surprise- it is under a 

seat.  
 

5) Go to the kitchen and take a stroll. 
This is where you will find the candy bowl. 
 

6) We have so many cute ghosts.   
They hid some candy where we make toast. 
 

7) Is that the friendly vampire bat? 

He flew to where Daddy sat.   
 
 



8) The witch does not use this for cleaning 

Can you figure out the meaning?   
 

9) Whose pet is that black cat?  
She is stuck in the closet where we keep the 
hats. 
 

10) Not mommy but a mummy!   
He hid candy where you feed your tummy. 
 
 
 



11) Is the werewolf howling at the full 

moon?  
Or did he hide candy where we keep the 
spoons? 
 

12)  There is no reason to be scared of 
the dark. 

Go to where the cars park. 
 

13) Hoot Hoot says the owl!  
Can you grab me a bathroom towel? 
 
14) He can eat a lot, that beast.  
He is at the table where we have our feasts. 



 
15) No, it is not a little creepy. 
You are just feeling a little sleepy. 
 

16) The vampire gave me a fright.  
But he hates this being bright,  go to the 
light. 
 
17) This time I have a trick! 
Run to the bathroom super quick! 
 
18) Do not fall under the witch’s spell, did you 

hear the doorbell?  
 



19) Halloween will not be a nightmare, where 
do you put your clothes to wear? 
 
20) It is hard to see in this fog but under 
your bed you will jog! 
 
21) Have you heard of the Halloween elf? He 
is super nice & hid candy under a shelf! 
 
22)  Omygosh, look at the skeletons bones! 
She hid some candy where we charge the 

phones!  
 



23) Ghosts are sneaky, do not be afraid when 

they say boo!  
Find some candy they left underneath the 
couch that is blue. 
 
24) Grab your light and go to where Mommy 
& Daddy sleep at night!  
 
25) Hocus Pocus the rhyming is done, Happy 
Halloween to everyone!   
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


